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Abstract: There is a growing interest in laser melting processes, e.g., for metal additive manufacturing.
Modelling and numerical simulation can help to understand and control microstructure evolution in
these processes. However, standard methods of microstructure simulation are generally not suited to
model the kinetic effects associated with rapid solidification in laser processing, especially for material
systems that contain intermetallic phases. In this paper, we present and employ a tailored phase-field
model to demonstrate unique features of microstructure evolution in such systems. Initially, the
problem of anomalous partitioning during rapid solidification of intermetallics is revisited using the
tailored phase-field model, and the model predictions are assessed against the existing experimental
data for the B2 phase in the Ni-Al binary system. The model is subsequently combined with a Potts
model of grain growth to simulate laser processing of polycrystalline alloys containing intermetallic
phases. Examples of simulations are presented for laser processing of a nickel-rich Ni-Al alloy,
to demonstrate the application of the method in studying the effect of processing conditions on
various microstructural features, such as distribution of intermetallic phases in the melt pool and
the heat-affected zone. The computational framework used in this study is envisaged to provide
additional insight into the evolution of microstructure in laser processing of industrially relevant
materials, e.g., in laser welding or additive manufacturing of Ni-based superalloys.
Keywords: laser processing; additive manufacturing; microstructure; phase-field method; inter-
metallics
1. Introduction
Laser melting is the basis of various modern processing and fabrication techniques,
such as laser surface alloying, laser welding and metal additive manufacturing (AM). High
cooling rates, large thermal gradients, and rapid solidification in these processes often result
in the formation of strong texture and metastable microstructures, which can greatly affect
the performance of the fabricated parts [1–4]. In metal AM, for example, the formation of
columnar grains during solidification is a common feature responsible for anisotropy in
mechanical properties [5,6] and reduced fracture resistance [7]. Moreover, metal AM can be
associated with further microstructural complexities, such as precipitation or dissolution
of secondary solid phases in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) [8] or compositional banding in
the melt pool [9].
In contrast to conventional solidification processing of metals, on the other hand,
laser treatment provides a unique opportunity to control the local thermal history of the
material by manipulating the process parameters, namely the energy input, the scan rate,
and the spot size [10,11]. All these parameters can be linked to the local temperature
gradient, cooling rate and solidification velocity, hence be used to control the resulting
microstructure. It is known, for example, that the cooling rate controls the fraction of second
phases [12,13] and the heat input determines the depth of HAZ [14] during laser surface
treatment. Previous studies on metal AM also show that columnar-to-equiaxed transition
(CET) is critically controlled by the constitutional, thermal and curvature undercooling in
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the melt pool during rapid solidification [3,15]. It has also been shown how solidification
morphology can influence solute segregation and lead to the formation of unwanted
phases [15–17].
The focus of a large part of the previous studies in laser processing has been on the
prediction and control of the grain structure. Clearly, material properties depend on various
microstructural features besides the grain structure, such as the segregation pattern, phase
distribution, and formation of metastable or non-equilibrium phases [18]. Therefore, the
prediction of properties and process optimisation require an understanding of not only
the grain structure, but also solute partitioning and (non-equilibrium) phase formation
during solidification. Modelling and numerical simulation of microstructure evolution
can provide a basis for this understanding [19–21]. However, modelling of microstructure
becomes particularly challenging when the solidification rate is high [22], or when the
solidifying phase has a complex structure, such as an intermetallic compound with order-
disorder transition [23]. An example is AM of Ni-based superalloys, which involves at
the same time (a) high solidification rates and (b) alloys that contain intermetallic phases.
A particular challenge is that intermetallics may exhibit unusual solidification behaviour,
such as anomalous partitioning [24,25], which can be very different from that of random
solid solutions. These unique aspects of intermetallic solidification cannot be captured by
the conventional phase-field methods.
The key problem is that when the solidifying phase shows site ordering, such as
the B2 and L12 intermetallic phases in the Ni-Al system, the partitioning behaviour can
be considerably complicated [26]. Depending on the solidification rate and the initial
composition, increased partitioning, a change in the direction of partitioning or an absence
of partitioning at solidification rates much lower than that required for complete solute
trapping can occur [26,27]. In the Ni-Al system, for example, increasing solidification
velocity results in substantial depression of the interface temperature and displacement
of the congruent point to the Ni-rich side of the phase diagram [28]. These phenomena
can lead to a fundamentally different solidification and microstructure evolution scenarios
from what is common to random solid solutions.
There have been limited studies directed specifically at the investigation of composi-
tional changes in laser surface treatment of intermetallic containing systems. For example,
Gaffet et al. [29] investigated the mechanisms of laser surface alloying of the Ni coating
of an Al-based alloy. They observed a decrease in the Ni concentration just below the
surface and an increase in the Ni content in the middle of the laser passage. Liang et al. [30]
showed that compositional segregation appears in the laser surface alloying of plasma
sprayed coating (Ni-Cr-Al) on an Al-Si alloy. They reported a higher Al content in the
surface of the laser melted zone and higher Ni and Cr contents in the inner part of the laser
alloyed zone. There are overall few studies focusing on the evolution of microstructure
during AM of systems containing intermetallics with an order-disorder transition—see
e.g., Refs [16,31,32]—and hardly any phase-field modelling work on laser processing of
such systems.
To explore the problem further, the present paper puts forward a computational
framework for the simulation of partitioning and microstructure evolution during laser
processing of alloys that comprise intermetallics. The focus is the intermetallic phases
represented commonly by a thermodynamic sublattice model that incorporates anti-site
defects, hence allowing a real (below the melting point) or virtual (above the melting point)
order-disorder transition. The framework is based on the combination of a tailored phase-
field model of solidification, to account for the kinetic effects during growth, including
solute and disorder trapping, and a Monte-Carlo Potts model, to simulate the evolution
of grain structure in the melt pool and the HAZ. Conventional phase-field models are
capable of representing the growth morphology and sub-grain features, such as high-
order dendrites, microsegregation and solid-state phase transformation with a reasonably
high spatial resolution [33–35]. However, these models can be computationally expensive
to treat multiple-grain structures. Moreover, these models are generally not suited to
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model rapid solidification, especially when there is a large deviation from equilibrium
at the solid/liquid interface, or when the solidifying phase is an intermetallic compound
with an order-disorder transition. The phase-field model used in this work, on the other
hand, incorporates chemical long-range order as an additional field variable, and can thus
illustrate the non-equilibrium effects associated with solute and disorder trapping. The
employed phase-field model is then combined with a Potts model of grain growth and a
model of conductive heat transfer during laser melting/re-solidification. The key features
of the model are demonstrated for laser processing of an intermetallic forming system,
devised based on the Ni-Al binary alloy. The capability of the model to capture solute and
disorder trapping is assessed in view of the experimentally observed solute redistributions
in laser processed Ni-Al reported in the literature [26].
2. Method
Modelling of microstructure evolution in this work is based on a combination of a
quantitative phase-field model for non-equilibrium solidification of intermetallics [23]
and a probabilistic algorithm for the evolution of crystal orientation. The simulated
microstructure is represented by six field variables as follows:
i. Phase-field parameter, φ, which is 0 for liquid and 1 for solid.
ii. Liquid concentration, xLB
iii. Solid (Bragg-Williams) first sublattice concentration, yαB
iv. Solid (Bragg-Williams) second sublattice concentration, yβB
v. Temperature, T
vi. Orientation field variable, θ.
The solid composition xsB and the long-range order (LRO) parameter, η, are derived








and η = yαB − y
β
B, whereas the overall
concentration is obtained as xB = φxsB + (1− φ)xLB. The main features of the employed
formalism are summarized below.
2.1. Phase and Crystal Orientation Fields

















where f is the local volumetric free energy density, ε is a constant relating to the solid/liquid
interface thickness and g(θ) is an energy term encapsulating the free energy of the crystal-
lographic mismatch between the given control volume (cell) and its neighbours. The local
energy density is given by
f = h1Gs + (1 + h1)GL + h2W (2)
where GS and GL are the Gibbs free energies of the bulk solid and liquid phases, respectively,
W is the height of the energy barrier between the two phases, h1 = φ3
(
10− 15φ + 6φ2
)
and h2 = φ2(1− φ)2.






aiφφi|sin[2(θ − θi)]| (3)
where ε0 is a constant relating to the grain boundary thickness, θ is the orientation of the
given cell, i is that of its ith neighbour, and ai is a coefficient that equals unity and 1/
√
2 for
the nearest and the second nearest neighbours in a 2-D grid, respectively.
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where Mφ is the interface mobility.
The evolution of orientation is worked out in parallel with that of other field variables
through a Monte-Carlo algorithm. According to this algorithm, initially, a new orientation
is generated for a given cell. Then the orientation mismatch energy between this cell and its
neighbours is calculated, according to Equation (3). The probability of orientation change
from the old to the new value is calculated as:











where p0 and k are adjustable parameters, Q is the activation energy of orientational
ordering kinetics, and gnew and gold are the mismatch energies of the new randomly
generated and original orientation of the designated cell, respectively. Subsequently, a
random number, r, is generated in the range 0 to 1. The new orientation is accepted if
r < pr. Table 1 shows the parameters used for adjusting the grain growth kinetic. In this
study, the parameters were set such that pr tends to zero at temperatures lower than 750 K
and rapidly increases with increasing temperature. Variation of the orientation selection
probability with temperature is illustrated in Figure 1.
Table 1. Grain growth kinetic parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Driving force multiplier k 1000 –
Kinetic multiplier p0 50 –
Activation energy over universal gas constant Q/R 6000 K
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2.2. Concentration Fields
Temporal evolution of the concentration fields was modelled using the system of
equations similar to that described in Ref. [23], in which the rate of change of sublattice






















where j denotes the sublattice type, ko is a mobility factor representing the degree of
ordering kinetics, h3 = φ2(3− 2φ), Fη is the thermodynamic driving force for chemical
ordering, Js0 is the flux of solute atoms in the solid, and J
j/l is an internal atomic flux
component, representing the rate of exchange of the solute atoms between sublattice j and
the liquid in the interfacial region.
The liquid composition, xlB, is deduced from the overall mass-conservation equation,
which is given by
∂xB
∂t
= −∇· J (7)
where xB = φxsB + (1− φ)xlB, and J is the overall mass flux, which is assumed to consist of
two parts, J = J0 + Jxs, where J0 is given by
J0 = φJs0 + (1− φ) Jl0 (8)
in which Js0 (J
l




where µs/l = ∂Gs/l/∂xs/lB − ε2c∇2xlB is the difference between the chemical potentials of
the two constituents in the solid (liquid) phase and Ms/lc is the mobility coefficient related










It should be noted that, in contrast to anti-trapping terms commonly used in conven-
tional phase-field models, the above term is a diffuse-interface form of the Stefan problem,
hence it does not contain any adjustable parameters. An important characteristic of the
present model is that the composition of the interface is represented by two concentration
variables, corresponding to solid and liquid, and that the diffusive reactions at the inter-
face are governed by the sharp-interface models of partitioning. In this way, the artificial
solute-trapping associated with the conventional phase-field methods is fully eliminated
and the partitioning behaviour is completely controlled by the sharp-interface formulation
of diffusion. This also means that the model is applicable to any growth velocity, from near-
equilibrium solidification to complete solute trapping in rapid solidification, irrespective
of the assumed interface thickness [23].
2.3. Temperature Field
The rate of the temperature change is calculated according to







where α is the thermal diffusivity,
.
q is the heating rate. cpa is the average heat capacity, and
Htr is an enthalpy parameter calculated as follows:
cpa = (1− xB)cAp + xBcBp (12)
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Htr = (1− h1)Glxs + h1(Gsxs − L) (13)
where cip is the heat capacity of component i, L = (1− xB)LA + xBLB in which Li is the
latent heat of fusion of i component, h1 = φ3
(
10− 15φ + 6φ2
)
and Gsxs and Glxs are the
excess free energies of the solid and liquid phases, respectively.
The thermal cycle of laser processes is applied to the system as a heat flux boundary
condition on the top surface of the simulation domain. In all simulations temperature of
the bottom surface was fixed to 300 K while symmetric thermal boundary conditions were
used for other boundaries.
2.4. Thermodynamic Model
In this work, a simplified thermodynamic model is used to represent the Ni-Al system.
The liquid, the solid solutions, and three intermetallic phases (Ni-Al, Ni3Al and Ni2Al3)
are considered. The Ni-Al (β) phase is considered as the ordered version (B2) of the Ni-
Al random solid solution (bcc) phase. This means that the overall free energy of the
intermetallic formation is represented solely by the free energy of mixing and chemical
ordering. The free energy of the solid solution and the liquid phase is expressed by a
regular solution model as G = Gre f + Gid + Gxs in which Gre f = (1− xB)G0A + xBG0B is the
weighted average over the composition of the Gibbs free energies of the pure elements.
the Gibbs free energies of the pure elements in the solid-state are obtained with reference
to that in the liquid state (i.e., G0,lA = G
0,l
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where yji is the site fraction of i atoms on sublattice j. The two additional stoichiometric
compounds, Ni2Al3 and Ni3Al, are incorporated into the model by mounting two energy
ditches of specific depth, δg1 and δg2, on the above free energy variation, at the respective
compositions of xiB = 0.4 and 0.75. This is implemented as follows:










∣∣xsB − xiB∣∣ ≤ δxB
Gs = Gβ i f
∣∣xsB − xiB∣∣ > δxB
(17)
where the subscript i = 1, 2 indicates the stoichiometric compounds Ni2Al3 and Ni3Al,
respectively, and δxB = 0.333 represents the width of the energy ditch, which relates to
the width of the homogeneity range of the respective compound. The thermodynamic
parameters used in this work are given in Table 2. The thermodynamic properties of the
model system are optimized mainly with reference to the β/Liq. equilibrium in the real
Ni-Al system.
Figure 2 shows the calculated phase diagram of the Ni-Al model system, which fits
the real Ni-Al system particularly well around the congruent melting point of the B2
(Ni-Al) phase. Based on this phase diagram, the congruent melting occurs at xNi = 0.506
(xAl = 0.494). As can be seen in Figure 2, equilibrium solidification of alloys with lower
concentrations results in the rejection of Ni from liquid to solid, and vice versa.
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Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters. The latent heats of fusion are from Ref. [37], the other
parameters are from Ref. [38].
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Melting temperature T
Al
m 933.5 KTNim 1728
Interaction parameters Ωs −80,000 J/molΩl −75,500
β→ Ni2Al3 free energy δg1 −300 J/mol
β→ Ni3Al fr e nergy δg2 −800 + .00025 T2 J/mol
Heat capacity c
Al
p 35.5 106 J/K/mol
cNip 59.6
Latent heat of fusion
LAl 1070 106 J/m3LNi 2608
2.5. Numerical Simulation
Numerical simulations were carried out for two cases of laser surface processing of
alloys in the model Ni-Al system:
1. Stationary laser melting of a single-crystalline alloy within the homogeneity range of
the Ni-Al intermetallic phase, to capture and predict anomalous partitioning effects
during rapid solidification of a single intermetallic phase.
2. Scanned laser melting of a polycrystalline nickel-rich alloy within the Ni-Ni3Al
two-phase region, to illustrate the effect of laser processing on the grain structure,
segregation and phase distribution, both in the melt pool and in the HAZ.
In the first case, simulations were carried out for melting by stationary heat input
(pulsed laser melting). In the second case, the heat input moved at a constant velocity in the
horizontal direction with respect to the specimen (continuous laser melting). An explicit,
isotropic finite difference scheme as implemented in the PhasePot software (Kinetic Spray
Solutions GmbH, Buchholz, Germany) was employed to simulate the temporal evolution
of the phase, temperature, and concentration fields. All simulations were performed on a
rectangular grid with 600 × 150 cells. The initial temperature of the system was set to 300
K in all simulations.
In the case of stationary laser melting, simulations were carried out for alloys with
three compositions of 0.35, 0.5 and 0.55 Al mole fraction, for different values of the diffusive
speed (vd = 0.1 to 5 m/s). The diffusive speed is a material property defined as the ratio of
the solute diffusivity to the atomic jump distance [23]. This quantity relates to characteristic
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solidification speeds where the growth kinetic effects—namely solute trapping and disorder
trapping—become prominent. Simulation domains consisted of a single crystal solid phase
with uniform initial composition. Symmetric boundary conditions were applied to all
boundaries in the phase and concentration fields, except for the phase-field variable at
the top boundary, which was set to zero (liquid) to allow for the initiation of melting. The
thermal cycle for the single pulsed laser was applied as a heat flux boundary condition on
200 cells at the top boundary, with a power density of 6 × 104 MW/m2 and a duration of
1 × 10−5 s.
Scanning laser melting simulations were carried out on a polycrystalline Ni-Al alloy
with 0.2 Al mole fraction (xNi = 0.8). To create the initial microstructure for these simu-
lations, isothermal solidification of the alloy was simulated in the first step. The initial
condition in the isothermal solidification simulation consisted of randomly distributed
solid seeds with random crystal orientations embedded in a liquid matrix with a homo-
geneous concentration field. The initial temperature was set to 1200 K and symmetric
boundary conditions were applied to all boundaries for all field variables. The simulated
microstructure (represented by the phase, concentration, and the long-range order fields)
from the isothermal solidification step was subsequently used as the initial condition for
the next step, i.e., simulation of laser melting. To emulate the thermal cycle of the moving
heat source in the continuous melting case, a heat-flux was applied to 20 cells at the top
boundary, while the calculation domain was shifted to the right with a constant velocity.
To illustrate the effect of process parameters on microstructure evolution, simulations were
carried out with three different laser powers (15, 21 and 27 GW/m2) corresponding to
three scanning speeds (0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 m/s). In this way, the ratio of laser power densities
over scanning speeds remained constant, so that the overall heat input per unit volume
of material was the same in all simulations (30 GJ/m3). Other parameters used for the
calculations are given in Table 3. The diffusive speed was tuned by using the same value
of solute diffusivity (in liquid) and adjusting the atomic jump distance to the appropriate
level to obtain the required values of vd = 0.1 to 5 m/s.
Table 3. Input parameters used for numerical simulations. Solute mobilities and thermal diffusivities
are from Refs [30] and [38], respectively.
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Solute mobility M
s
c 1.2 × 10−16 m5/J/sMlc 1.2 × 10−13
Thermal diffusivity α
s 2.03 × 10−5
m2/s
αl 2.03 × 10−5
Solid/liquid interface energy (nominal) σ 0.1 J/m2
Solid/liquid interface thickness δ 1200 nm
Interface mobility Mφ 0.01 m/s/K
Ordering kinetic coefficient ko 100 mol/J/s
Mesh spacing ∆x (Stationary) 800 nm
∆x (Scanned) 1500
Time increment
∆t (Stationary) 5 ns
∆t (Scanned) 20
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Stationary Laser Melting of Ni-Al
Figure 3 shows the distribution of Al concentration at the end of laser processing for
three cases.
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with order/disorder transition.
The t o t er c ses it = 5 m/s manifest partitioning according to the equilib-
rium phase diagram, whereas partitioning with vd = 0.1 m/s appears quite different from
the near-equilibrium cases. For the case of xAl = 0.35, the partitioning scenario changes
drastically when the diffusive speed is reduced, indicating a strong kinetic effect. For
the case of xAl = 0.55, the reduction of the diffusive speed leads not only to anomalous
partitioning but also to compositional banding. The banding can be attributed to the
fluctuation of the growth velocity and its interplay with the velocity-dependent partition-
ing coefficient. These examples show clearly that the employed phase-field model can
appropriately capture the complex kinetic effects associated with rapid solidification of
intermetallic phases.
The effect of disorder trapping on the partitioning behaviour of the B2 phase is
illustrated schematically in Figure 4b. At increased growth velocities, the solidifying
intermetallic phase becomes chemically less ordered as compared to the equilibrium phase.
This is due to concurrent solute trapping on two sublattices, leading to a deviation of the
sublattice compositions from their equilibrium values. As a result, with increasing the
growth velocity, the thermodynamic properties of the solidifying phase, which depend on
the sublattice compositions, will approach those of the disordered (unstable bcc random
solid solution) version of the B2 phase. This effect leads inevitably to a change in the
partitioning behaviour, from that of the ordered B2 to the disordered bcc phase (Figure 4b).
The combination of this unique velocity-dependent partitioning with the variable growth
velocity (Figure 4a) can lead to a complex segregation pattern, examples of which are
illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. (a) Soli ificati vel cit ers r li i t tt f t elt o l,
calculated a system with xAl = 0.35 (xNi . ) vd . s, ( ) sc e tic re resentation of
the kinetic phase boundaries the B2 phase in a model system, indicating inversion of partitioning
for an off-stoichiometric composition with increasing the normalised velocity (vn = v/vd) from 0
(equilibrium) to 0.5.
Figure 5 provides a quantitative description of these portioning behaviours along
the centreline of the melt pool. As can be seen in Figure 5c, for xAl = 0.55, the profiles
show a gradual decrease in Ni concentration in the solid, particularly in areas close to
the sample surface. The segregation of Ni also decreased with decreasing diffusive speed
due to a more profound kinetic effect (solute and disorder trapping). At the congruent
point (Figure 5b) with a high diffusive speed, no partitioning can be detected. However,
with i creasing the solidific tion rat , segregation appears in the re-solidifi d z ne. For
higher conce trations (Figure 5a), the situation is ore compl x. At the high diffusive
speeds (vd = 5 m/s), the concentration profile is lik that expect d from the equilibrium
soli ification cond tions, which includes rejection of Ni from solid to liquid. As a result,
the Ni con entration reaches its maximum value on the surface of the sample. At lower
diffusive speeds, in areas close to the substr te, a gradual i crease of Ni concentration
is observe , like that obtained during equilibrium solidification. With the progress of
solidification, however, this tre d is reversed, indic ting the inversion of partiti ing [34].
The version of partitioning is unique to intermetallic phases and is due to the disorder
trapp ng effect. As the solidification v loci y increases, this effect b comes more prominent.
Disorder trapping is manifest d by a continuous deviation from the equilibrium phase
iagram (of a fully ordered intermetallic) to n n-equilibrium phase boundaries (of a
f lly disordered solid solution). Likewise, solidification of an intermetallic phase at the
congruent melting (stoichiometric) composition can exhibit increased partitioning with
increasing the solidification velocity. This behaviour is unique to intermetallics and not
observable in the solidification of random solid solutions, as described in more detail in
Ref. [28].
Figure 6 shows the comparison between the calculated and the measured concentra-
tion profiles for the case of single-crystalline Ni-Al samples. The experimental results are
related to pulsed laser surface melting of Ni-Al samples with nominal compositions of 35
and 50 at. % Al. The chemical composition change from the surface to the depth of the
re-solidified zone was measured by using EDS. Details of the experiments are reported in
Ref. [26]. The similarities between the experimental and simulated profiles are encouraging.
The difference in the absolute values of segregation can be attributed to several factors,
including convection and material evaporation, which are not considered in these simula-
tions. The results clearly demonstrate the capability of the employed phase-field model in
capturing the complex kinetic features and segregation patterns, including inversion of
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partitioning [26] and compositional banding [39], which can have a significant impact on
the microstructure evolution and final properties of the processed material.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the calculated (this work) and experimentally measured (literature, Ref. [26])
Al concentration along the centre line of the melt pool.
3.2. canning Laser elting of i- i3 l
Figure 7 shows the simulated grain structure and temperature distribution during
laser surface elting of a polycrystal ine i-0.2 l al oy with dif erent laser powers and
scanning speeds, but constant heat input. s can be seen fro the figure, despite using a
fixed input heat, changes in the process para eters result in different temperature fields
and icrostructure evolution paths. cc r i to these results, increasing the scanning
speed at a constant heat in t reduces the e th an exten s the length of the elt ool.
Figure 7a–c illustrates how columnar grains grow epitaxially from the substrate to the melt
pool. It is also observed that increasing the scanning speed increases the tendency of the
grains to grow perpendicular to the surface. In all three cases, there is an indication of
competitive grain growth (indicated by white markers in Figure 7a–c).
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Figure 7. Simulated grain structure (left column) and temperature distribution (right column) in 
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the white areas in the right column indicate temperatures above 1640 K; (a,d) p = 15 GW/m2, vscan = 
0.5 m/; (b,e) p = 21 GW/m2, vscan = 0.7 m/s; (c,f) p = 27 GW/m2, vscan = 0.9 m/s. 
The corresponding concentration and long-range order (LRO) parameter fields are 
illustrated in Figure 8a–c and Figure 8d–f, respectively. The results indicate that the dis-
tribution of the alloying element (Al) in the re-solidified zone changes with the change in 
process parameters. Increasing the scan velocity appears to change the Al content at the 
grain boundaries. However, a more extensive parameter study and statistical analysis will 
be needed to verify this trend to establish a quantitative correlation between segregation 
pattern and processing conditions. Surface segregation of Ni is also observed in these 
cases. In addition to the re-solidified zone, the concentration distribution in the HAZ is 
changed during the process; the distribution of Al is more uniform in HAZ as compared 
to the base metal. Figure 8e–f shows how the initial distribution of the ordered Ni-rich 
phase (white points in the figure, representing Ni3Al) changes during the laser treatment. 
The formation of a row of the ordered phase is observed at the bottom of the re-solidified 
zone. Increasing scanning velocity also leads to the formation of some ordered phases 
inside the columnar grains, as indicated in Figure 8f. In the HAZ, a decrease in the total 
volume of ordered phases is observed. As would be expected, increasing the scanning 
velocity decreases HAZ area. These results demonstrate the capability of the computa-
tional framework in capturing some key microstructural features, in addition to grain 
structure, during laser processing of an intermetallic forming system. Although further 
work will be required to verify the results of continuous melting, the findings are gener-
ally consistent with the existing understanding of the solidification behaviour of interme-
tallic forming systems. For instance, the absence of the ordered phase in the melt zone can 
be attributed to the generally sluggish growth of intermetallic phases [26] which can lead 
to their elimination during competitive phase selection. There is an indication of the dis-
solution of the ordered phase in the HAZ, which is extended far beyond that measure on 
the changes in the grain structure. Dissolution of small precipitates would be expected to 
have faster kinetics in a system where grains are pinned by a second phase at their bound-
aries.  
Figure 7. Si ulate grain structure (left colu n) and temperature distribution (right column) in
laser processing of Ni-0.2Al alloy. The dark areas in the left column indicate the liquid phase and
the white areas in the right column indicate temperatures above 1640 K; (a,d) p = 15 GW/m2, vscan =
0.5 m/s; (b,e) p = 21 GW/m2, vscan = 0.7 m/s; (c,f) p = 27 GW/m2, vscan = 0.9 m/s.
The corresponding concentration and long-range order (LRO) parameter fields are
illustrated in Figure 8a–c and 8d–f, respectively. The results indicate that the distribution
of the alloying element (Al) in the re-solidified zone changes with the change in process
parameters. Increasing the scan velocity appears to change the Al content at the grain
boundaries. However, a more extensive parameter study and statistical analysis will be
needed to verify this trend to establish a quantitative correlation between segregation
pattern and processing conditions. Surface segregation of Ni is also observed in these cases.
In addition to the re-solidified zone, the concentration distribution in the HAZ is changed
duri the process; the distribution of Al is more uniform in HAZ as compared to the base
me al. Figure 8e–f shows how the initial dis ribution of the ordered Ni-rich phase (white
points in t e figure, representing Ni3Al) changes during the laser treatment. The formation
of a row of he ordered phase is observed at the bottom of the re-solidified zone. Increasing
sca ning v locity also leads to the formation of s me ordered phase inside th columnar
gra ns, as indicated in F gure 8f. In th HAZ, a d crease in the tot l volume of ordered
phases is observed. As would e expected, increasing th scanning velocity de reases
HAZ area. These results demonstrate the capability of the computational framework in
capturing some key microstructural features, in addition to grain structure, during laser
processing of a intermetallic forming system. Although further work will be req ired
to verify the results of c ntinuous melting, the fi dings are generally co sistent with the
existing understanding of the solidification behaviour of intermetallic forming syste s.
For instance, the absence of the ordered phase in the melt zone can be attributed to the
generally sluggish growth of intermetallic phases [26] which can lead to their elimination
during competitive phase selection. There is an indication of the dissolution of the ordered
phase in the HAZ, which is extended far beyond that measure on the changes in the grain
structure. Dissolution of small precipitates would be expected to have faster kinetics in a
system where grains are pinned by a second phase at their boundaries.
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Figure 8. Simulated concentration distribution (left column) and long-range order parameter (right 
column) in laser processing of Ni-0.2Al alloy. The white points in the right column indicate ordered 
phases. Dotted lines indicate the approximate boundary of the HAZ (phase). Dashed lines show the 
boundaries between the re-solidified zone and the HAZ. The inset in (f) indicates an ordered phase 
in the re-solidified zone. (a,d) p = 15 GW/m2, vscan = 0.5 m/s; (b,e) p = 21 GW/m2, vscan = 0.7 m/s (c,f); p 
= 27 GW/m2, vscan = 0.9 m/s. 
4. Conclusions 
Segregation of solute elements during pulsed laser surface melting of the Ni-Al in-
termetallic phase has been studied using a phase-field method, particularly tailored to 
capture the unusual kinetic effects during rapid solidification of phases with chemical 
long-range order. The results showed complex segregation patterns in the melted zone, 
which is attributed to the complex interplay of the variable solidification velocity in laser 
processing and the non-monotonic velocity-dependent partitioning of the solidifying in-
termetallic phase. When the kinetic effects are prominent, the employed phase-field 
method can show these complicated segregation patterns as observed previously in laser-
processed single crystals of Ni-Al.  
The results also demonstrated possible microstructural features that can arise during 
laser processing of polycrystalline Ni-rich alloys in the Ni-Al system, including dissolu-
tion of precipitates and the segregation pattern, in addition to a strongly textured grain 
structure. The computational methods presented in this study can serve as a basis to pro-
vide additional insight to the evolution of microstructure in laser processing of interme-
tallic containing systems, where unusual kinetic effects are likely to be present and signif-
icant. 
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